AP Chemistry Week 3

Your AP test is on May 12. All binders, textbook, sample exams with keys, notes and sample problems are home with you to be ready for the test.

1. Review the videos provided by AP Central Daily at [https://www.youtube.com/user/advancedplacement?SFMC_cid=EM294654-rid=47158853](https://www.youtube.com/user/advancedplacement?SFMC_cid=EM294654-rid=47158853)

2. Complete all AP Classroom activities I set up for you before break and submit. You should be close to having them completed and submitted. They are all a review of past tested material. If you have not completed and submitted them to me then start today. I can not correct them for you until they are submitted.

3. Watch all 71 of the Bozeman videos and complete your sheets.

4. Take the practice AP tests and use the answer keys provided.